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It is shown that if P is a prime ideal of a right hereditary ring R satisfying a poly- 
nomial identity, then R/P is a hereditary Noetherian ring. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we establish that a right hereditary PI-ring has classical 
Krull dimension at most 1. The result answers a question posed by 
E. Kirkman and J. Kuzmanovich for semiprime PI-rings [ll, p. 1271. 
Before proceeding to the main results, we collect basic facts and ter- 
minology related to our material. Where relevant, the absence of the adjec- 
tive right or left will mean that the condition holds on both sides of the 
ring, and rings will be assumed to contain a unit element. 
A ring will be called orthogonally finite if it does not contain an infinite 
set of mutually orthogonal idempotents. The term PZ-ring will refer to a 
ring satisfying a polynomial identity. A ring has classical Krull dimension at 
most 1 if any chain of prime ideals has at most two members. 
Let A be an ideal of a ring R. Since the sum of two idempotent ideals is 
again an idempotent ideal, A contains a unique idempotent ideal I of R 
such that A/I contains no nonzero idempotent ideals of the ring R/I. 
It is well known that a prime right hereditary PI-ring R is in fact left and 
right Noetherian and left hereditary, i.e., a hereditary Noetherian ring. For 
by Posner’s Theorem [13], R has finite right uniform dimension and so 
by [15, Corollary 21, R is then right Noetherian. But as shown in 
[4, Proposition 1.11 this means R is also left Noetherian and therefore by 
[2, Corollary 51 the ring R is also left hereditary. 
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The importance of idempotent ideals lies in the following fact which is 2 
consequence of [6, Theorem 51. ‘4 straightforward proof can be obtained 
using the dual-basis lemma (see, e.g., [3, Proposition 3.1, p. 132j ‘r. 
bSfhL%. Let I be an idempotent ideal of the right hereditaq. ring R. Then 
R;!I is also a right hereditar~~ ring. 
The key result which relates idempotent ideals to prime ideals is next. 
PROPOSITION. Let R be a right hereditary PI-ring. Suppose that R has a 
prime ideal P which contains no nonzero idempotent idea/s of R. The.?? R 5 2 
prime hereditary Noetherian ring. 
ProoJ Because an idempotent element generates an idempotent i 
the ideai P contains no nonzero idempotent elements. The ring R/P, being 
a Pi-ring, has finite uniform dimension, and since all nonzero idempotents 
of R lie outside of P, it follows that R is an orthogonally finite ring. Thus 
by [ 16. Theorem 1 ] any left or right annihilator is generated by an idem- 
potent element. To show that R is a prime ring, let .4 be a nonzero ideal oi’ 
R. We then have I(r(A)).r(A)=QcP and so either I(r(A)jcP or 
r(A) G P. Since these are idempotently generated, i(r j)=O or r(A)=& 
However, A # 0 and A G I(r(A)), therefore the discussron ah 
the end of Section 1, the conclusion holds. 
Recall that by Zorn’s lemma each prime ideal of a ring contains a 
minimal prime ideal. 
THEOREM A. Let P be a minimal prime ideal of a hereditary PT-ring R. 
Thera P is an idempotent ideal and R/P is a hereditar), Noetherian ring. 
Proof We let I be the maximal idempotent idea’l of R lying in P. Then 
P/l is a prime ideal of R/I containing no nonzero idempotent ideals of R/E 
By the Lemma, R/I is also right hereditary and thus R/I is a prime ring 
by the Proposition. Since P is a minimai prime we have P = d aTr 
conclusion ow follows. 1 
As a consequence we obtain the principal result of this article. 
THEOREM. Let R be a right hereditary PI-ring. Thee R has classical Kruii 
dimension at most 1 and for each prime ideal P 01’ R, rhe riprg R/F is a 
hereditar~~ Noetherian prime ring which is a f%zite mod&e over GS cent8er, 
which is a Dedekind domain (or a field). 
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ProoJ: If P is a minimal prime, Theorem A ensures that R/P is a 
hereditary Noetherian ring which is a finite module over its center by [ 14, 
Theorem 31. Otherwise, P contains a minimal prime Q. Then since R/Q is 
a hereditary Noetherian ring, by [7, Theorem 1.31 the ideal P is a maximal 
ideal and R/P is a simple Artinian ring finite dimensional over its center 
since R is a PI-ring [10, Theorem I]. 1 
COROLLARY. Let R be a right hereditary PI-ring with prime radical N. 
Then N is an intersection of idempotent prime ideals. IfR has a finite number 
of idempotent ideals then N is nilpotent and R/N is a hereditary Noetherian 
ring. 
ProoJ: The first statement follows from the fact hat N is the intersec- 
tion of the minimal prime ideals of R. If these are finite in number, say 
P i, . . . . P,,, then R/N embeds in Ox;!= r R/P,. Since R/Pi is a Noetherian 
ring, so is R/N. Thus R is orthogonally finite. But then by [9, Proposition, 
Remark 2, p. 5601 we have that N is nilpotent and R/N is a hereditary 
ring. 1 
We are also able to say something about (proper) maximal idempotent 
ideals. Note that such exist by Zorn’s Lemma in rings with 1. 
THEOREM C. Let P be a maximal idempotent ideal in a right hereditaql 
PI-ring R. Then P is a prime ideal and RIP is a Dedekind prime ring which is 
a finite module ouer its center, which is a Dedekind domian (or a field). 
Proqf: Since P is a maximal idempotent ideal, the ring RIP is a right 
hereditary ing containing no nonzero idempotent ideals. IfP is maximal 
we are done; if not, by the Proposition P is a prime ideal so R/P is a prime 
Noetherian hereditary ring with no nonzero idempotent ideals. Accor- 
dingly, R/P is a Dedekind prime ring [S, Theorem 1.21 and by [l, 
Satz 6.31 or [ 14, Theorem 31, the ring R/P is a finite module over its 
center, which is a Dedekind domain. 1 
It is worthwhile to point out an example of a right Noetherian, right 
hereditary PI-ring which is not integral over its center. Such an example is 
the ring 
where k is any field. By [12, Theorem 1.11, the ring is both left and right 
hereditary. However, R fails to be left Noetherian. 
Finally, we note that the proposition isvalid for right hereditary ight 
Noetherian rings and hence in such rings all minimal prime ideals are 
idempotent. 
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